Tech Specs, Options & Accessories

Extreme X8 & Frontier V6 Wheelchairs
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Seating System: MUST CHOOSE ONE

2799 - No Power Seat Frame with Seating System  400 lbs. Capacity

2851 - 50° Power Tilt In Space*  340 lbs. Capacity

ASKIT - 135° Integrated Sheer Reduction (IRS) Power Recline for Rehab Seating System*  400 lbs. Capacity

1337 - 135° Power Recline Multi Positioning Seating System (MPS)*  400 lbs. Capacity

LS - Variable Seat Height with 12" Seat Elevator for Transfer Assist*  340 lbs. Capacity

2850 - Variable Seat Height & Tilt Combination*  340 lbs. Capacity

Reduced Drive Capability
RDC - This option allows for driving capability at 20% speed while elevated and/or tilt.

*Must be ordered with upgraded electronics SFCK or MFCK depending on Number of options selected
**Power Seat Options: Seat Function Control**

MSC5-P-S - External 5 Button Box - Placed Between the Armpad and the Joystick - controls modes through button box not through joystick

3636JS - 8 Way Toggle - Mounted on the inside or outside of joystick - Controls modes through toggle not thought joystick

---

**Seat Sizes (Width x Depth)**

MPS - As small as 16” x 16” & as large as 22” x 20”

Rehab or Flat Pan - As small as 13” x 13” & as large as 23” x 21”

---

**Rehab Back Cane Options**

1367 - Standard Rehab Back Canes

3086 - Flip Forward Rehab Back Canes - Quick Release for Folding Back Canes Forward

1560 - Manual Recline Rehab Back Canes
Rehab Seating Options

- **CU-FN - Curve Cushion - Molded Foam w/Medial & Lateral Thigh Supports**
- **46G - Elements Cushion - Single Layer Foam w/ Quadra Gel Pack**
- **M2-F - M2 Cushion - Quadra Gel w/ Pelvic, Lateral & Medial Thigh Supports**
- **BK-M - ACTA Back w/ Moldable Center Section & High Resiliency Wings - M2 Cushion-Quadra Gel w/ Pelvic, Lateral & Medial Thigh Supports**
- **BK-R - Radius Back w/ High Resiliency Foam**
- **DK-V - Visco Back w/ High Resiliency Foam - Back looks like an ACTA Back**

Headrest Options

- **1370 - MPS Cloth Headrest - MPS Seat Back Only - 12x4.5x6.25**
- **1370V - MPS Vinyl Headrest - MPS Seat Back Only - 12x4.5x6.25**
- **HD-MF - Comfort Company Moldable Headrest Pad - 10" wide x 6" heigh *Requires HD-BH**
- **HD-BH - Removable Multi-Axis Headrest Hardware - Depth adj .5" behind backrest to 7" forward**

Armrest Style Options

- **1386/87 - Standard Removable Armrest - attaches to base-height adj 2"**
- **FUA(1388/89) - Flip-Up Armrest - attaches to base-height adj 3" & angle adj 90° - 155°**
- **PT0031 - Reclining Flip-Up Armrest - attaches to base & seat back-height adj 4" & Angle Adj 90° - 105°.**
- **3072/3073 - Cantalever Flip Back Articulating - attaches to seat back-height 4" & angle adj 90° - 75°**
Arm Pads

AP3(1377R/L) - 3"x12" Desk Length Oval
AP4(1378/79) - 4"x16" Tapered Oval
GAP LEFT(1381) - Trough Style - 6" wide x 14", 17" w/hand rest, 22" w/hand rest long
GAP RIGHT(1380) - Trough Style - 6" wide x 14", 17" w/hand rest, 22" w/hand rest long

AP75PR - Magic Mobility Leatherette Arm Pad - 3"x12" Rounded Edges
AP7550PR - Magic Mobility Leatherette Arm Pad - 3"x14" Rounded Edges

Lateral Support Options

LT1-SA - MPS Seating - Comfort Company Single Swing Away Lateral Hardware
LT1-L/RS4W4T - MPS Seating - Comfort Company Single Lateral Pad
LT1-SA - Rehab Seating - Comfort Company Single Swing Away Lateral Hardware
LT1-RGD - Rehab Seating - Comfort Company Single Rigid Lateral Hardware
LT1-RS4W4T - Rehab Seating - Comfort Company Single Lateral Pad Rigid, 5"Wx4"T, Stretch-Air Cover
Positioning Options

1509 - Removable Hip Guides - Set - Fixed Hardware, with 4" x 6" Pad
50596 - Removable Hip Guides - Set - Fixed Hardware, with 6" x 10" Pad
I2010 - Removable Knee Adductors - set, multi-axis, with 4" x 6" Pad
30094 - Flip Down Knee Adductors - set, multi-axis, flip down, with 4" x 6" Pad
Adductor Cover with Gel Insert - RQ30094

Chest Harness Options

1401 - Loop Style Positioning Chest Strap - 4" x 49.5"
SH103M - Chest Strap BODYPOINT Monoflex, Rear-Pull M - 4" x 49.5"
PBH - Padded Butterfly Positioning Chest Strap - 7" at Chest
SH331L-B1 - BODYPOINT Stayflex, Butterfly, Narrow Front-Pull L w/o Zipper - 3.5" at Chest

Seat Restraint Options

1608 - Push Button Style Seat Pos. Strap - 2"x 64"
1608XL - Push Button Style Seat Pos. Strap - 2"x 80"
ABSB - Airline Buckle Seat Pos. Strap - 2"x61"
EB205L-B1/HW312-KIT - BODYPOINT Evoflex Pelvic Stabilizer Lg & Mounting Bracker Kit - sitting hip Width 14”-18"
Legrest Options

NonPower Legrest & Footplate Options

1347 - Center Mount w/1 pc fixed footplate 10" x 13", 10" height adj

1548 - Center Mount w/1 pc flip-up footplate 10" x 13", 10" height adj

1355 - Center Mount w/2 pc flip-up footplate 10" x 13", 10" height adj

1371 - Side Mount w/leg cane w/2 pc flip-up footplate 8.5" x 6", 13" height adj

AMP - Swing Away Amputee Support - 10" extension right or left

1550 - Fixed Center Mount Calf Pads - 5.5"x6.5"x1.75

SMCP - Swing Away Side Mount Calf Pads - For 1371 - w/ breathable fabric - 2.5" x 8" x 2.5"

CS - Calf Staps - Side Mount Only - Length 21"-39" Width 4.5"

SP102M - BODYPOINT Aeromech M-36" Calf Straps - Side Mount Only - Width 3.5"

SP102L - BODYPOINT Aeromech L-40" Calf Straps - Side Mount Only - Width 3.5"

1548-1R - Heel Guard - 2" height fits 1347 or 1348

827A - Foot Straps - Pair - size

HL - Heel Loops - Pair Length 11.5"
Power Legrest & Footplate Options

1886 - Side Mount Power Elevating - Swingaway - Independent or Combined - 2"height adj

1886-CP - Side Mount Calf Pads - w/ breathable fabric - 2.5" x 8" x 2.5"

2232PG - Center Mount Power Elevating Articulating

CMCP - Fixed Center Mount Calf Pads - For 223PG - 4" x 12"

827A - Foot Straps - Pair - size

22578 - Standard 2 pc Footplate - 5"x10.5"

PT-0109 - Extra Large 2 pc Footplate - May Not Fit w/ all Seat Sizes - 5.5"x11.5"

PT-0117 - Extra Large 2 pc Footplate w/ 2" Heal Guard - May Not Fit w/ all Seat Sizes

HL - Heel Loops - Pair Length 11.5" - 13" & Width-1"

Tires

1575C - All Terrain Tire Complete w/ Brushed Aluminum Rim - Drive Tires Only

1574 - Pneumatic Grey Indoor Hybrid Tire
1573 - Solid Grey Indoor Hybrid Tire (Drive Tires Only)

1595 - Power Wheelchair Tire Jack
**Joystick Options**

- **PG-JSM - Standard Rnet Joystick Module** - No LCD Display or Mono Jacks
- **PG-JSM509 - Color LCD Joystick Display** - w/MonoJack Ports for External Switches

**Joystick Handle Type**

- **RJK - Cone-Shaped** - Standard
- **1502 - Goal Post 4”**
- **PC103B - Bodypoint Ball Knob** - 1/4” ball
- **PC102A - BODYPOINT U-Shaped w/ Flex Shaft (3” or 4”)**
- **PC108A - BODYPOINT Mushroom Head Rubber Grip Handle (2” or 2.5”)**

**Joystick Mount**

- **1490R - Standard Fixed - Depth Adj. 8.25” Right Mount**
- **1490L - Standard Fixed - Depth Adj. 8.25” Left Mount**
- **1500P - Swing Away Joystick - Swings over 4.5” to the Right**
- **1501P - Swing Away Joystick - Swings over 4.5” to the Left**
- **MM - Stealth Midline Mount - 2 postition mount for easy swing away - rotation 0° - 180°**
Joystick Accessories

PG-AM - Attendant Control Joystick - Mounts to the back of chair or can be hand held

TBB - Tash Buddy Button - Diameter 2.5" & Height .7" Activating Force Outside edge 3.4oz - Center 7 oz

ESBLK - Egg Switch - single function push button that can scroll through modes or profiles

CPS9 - Swing Away Egg Switch Hardware - Stealth

Alternative Drive Systems

IDH300-1 - Stealth i-Drive Head Array

HDR-4M-S-C - Switch-It Head Array - Standard 3 Switch Head Array

PG-CK - Chin Control - w/ Bib Mount and Adapter

SNP - Sip and Puff - Controls the wheelchair by sipping and puffing

PG-OMNI - Omni Display - 4" Color Display for Alternative Drive Systems

Environmental Controls

PG-BTM2 - R-net Bluetooth Module 2 - Joystick controls cell phone or computer